Intake of Methodist Boys in Methodist Boys’ Secondary School, Kuala Lumpur

The recent policy change by the Ministry of Education gives the Board of Governors of Missionary Schools a 10% quota on the intake of Form 1 students beginning 2012. The board of Methodist Boys’ Secondary School, Kuala Lumpur (MBSSKL) has a quota of 21 places under this ruling and hereby invites Methodist boys to enroll. As MBSSKL is a selective school and a Cluster School of Excellence, there is a need to place a qualifying criterion based on the following:

(a) UPSR results of at least 5A2B for those from SJK(C) and SJK(T) or 3A2B for those from SK; or
(b) Good achievement in the one of the following niche areas of MBSSKL: ICT, Chess or English Language. Certificates must be produced to show evidence of this achievement; or
(c) Good achievement in co-curriculum or sports, especially Ping Pong. Certificates are required as evidence

For example if a Methodist boy obtains 4A3B in the UPSR but has certificate in English Debate, then he stands a chance provided there are places left

If the places are not taken up by Methodist boys by 31 January 2012, then the places will be opened to other Christian boys subject to the same qualifying criterion as above.

Forms can be obtained from the respective Methodist churches or downloaded from the school website at http://mbsskl.edu.my

The closing date for all applications is two weeks after the announcement of UPSR 2011. Please submit your forms directly to:

Chairman
Board of Governors
SMK Laki-Laki Methodist
Jalan Hang Jebat
50 150 Kuala Lumpur

You may also submit scanned copies of the application forms and certificates to this email address: wongck@mbsskl.edu.my

For further enquiries, please call Mary at 03-2078 2293 or email the principal at wongck@mbsskl.edu.my

By order of
Chairman
Board of Governors
Methodist Boys’ Secondary School, KL